My experience at volunteer teaching program at CDP-HF was marvelous . It was one of its own
kind . Being one of the youngest of 4 siblings I have had much contact with children of my
sisters mostly i had being experiencing baby sitting And I used to love this through here i got
interested in teaching and interaction with kids . HF had provided the platform to teach children
as a volunteer simultaneously I got opportunity to know my self as some body it gave me
opportunity to learn more about outer world the world i might had never seen before so closely
through this program I learned how to make my knowledge helpful for others
.
HF had send me to Meezan academy
located in
Mehmmodabad
for
volunteering .Their I was exposed to
new and different kind of world I got
interacted to deprived area I got
amazed when I saw such developed
school in this area . It was amazing
being their I knew its just the
beginning and I have a lot of work
to do .it was a difficult task because
teaching to
child
is
big
responsibility and its quite difficult
to deliver correct thing to the child in
a beautiful way . I was having
different thoughts of not being able to fulfill my job in proper manner but when I met the child
to whom I have to teach I got confident to teach ,Watching my child Narjis eager to learn made
me belief on my self and I got satisfied Narjis was really cooperative girl .First day at Meezan
was quite difficult but amazing every thing was new to me, every one was helpful and guiding
me and my collegues. First time interacting with Narjis on one to one basis was interesting .Now
the main part was teaching , my child was having difficulty in mathematics mostly in fractions
so I started to work with her on fraction I felt difficulty in delivering her the concept but with
little effort of both of us she understood . After studying we all went on roof and played their
.We use to do art work with the children and they use to love it . Rest of days had the same
routine some of the days if narjis got tired and didn’t wanted to study so we use to converse
with each other I use to enjoy slowly she was believing in me and I was having wonderful
feeling she use to give me respect honestly I use to feel like flying in sky.
Other then this interaction with new people like other volunteers and teachers of meezan
academy and the AIESEC intern Even ,it was amazing being with them through conversation
we exchange our thoughts and i got to learn alot from these conversation . Through interacting
with them i learned how to work in team . I got to know how it feels to became a team member,
I have no words to describe my feeling . From here i got to know that I can bring change in ones
life through teaching . In the end I will surely say that these 2 weeks are the best days of my
life and being a team of hussaini foundation is the best thing ever happened to me . Hope i will
again get the opportunity to work as volunteer.
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